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Southwest Asia:
The LaRouche Doctrine
by Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr.
The statement excerpted here was released by the LaRouche
in 2004 Presidential campaign committee on April 17, 2004.

On the War
. . .The immediate subject of my present policy-statement
here, is the task of successfully and quickly extracting U.S.
military forces back to safety, out of the hopeless Hell-hole
of the presently disintegrating U.S. military occupation of
Iraq. . . .

U.S. Interest in Southwest Asia
1. Neither the causes, nor remedy for the present quagmire
of boiling asymmetric warfare in Iraq can be found within
the bounds of the present configuration of conflicting forces
within Iraq itself. There could be no competent moral or military reason for maintaining a policy of keeping our forces
within the territory of Iraq. We must, therefore, extricate our
troops safely, and quickly, from Iraq itself. However, this can
not be done without creating a larger strategic framework in
which a workable solution could be brought into existence.
The trap currently gripping U.S. military forces inside
Iraq, is that either a headlong flight forward,. . . or reckless
retreat, would inevitably create an infinitely worse mess there,
and for the U.S. world-wide, than already exists today. Therefore, the present situation on the ground must be strategically outflanked.
2. To define a feasible solution, we must shift the agenda,
from Iraq alone, to the subject of Southwest Asia as a whole.
Only within an appropriate declaration of U.S. policy-interest
in Southwest Asia as a coherently defined unit of U.S. policymaking, could we bring into play the concert of forces required to create a viable option for Iraq today.
3. For the purposes of U.S. foreign policy, Southwest Asia
is to be recognized as bounded by four principal states, whose
appropriate cooperation is indispensable for creating a zone
of stability among the nations and peoples of the region as a
whole. These are Turkey, Syria, Iran, and Egypt (Figure 1).
The security of the northeast corner of the region so defined,
depends on protecting its flank, by ensuring non-interference
from outside interests, that by the exclusion of meddling outside parties from intrusion into current discussions on cooperation among Armenia, Azerbaijan, and Iran.
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It is only through fostering the immediate establishment
of an appropriate declaration of U.S. commitment to recognition of that reality of Southwest Asia, that the needed aid for
the extrication of U.S. forces from Iraq could be accomplished. The acceptance of that U.S. declaration by those and
other nations of that region, is the necessary flanking action.
Therefore, action in the direction outlined here is urgent, and
must be immediate.
4. The effort to establish such a zone of mutual security
in Southwest Asia, would fail, unless the U.S.A. also took the
boldest action toward bringing about the realization of an
unconditional U.S. commitment to immediate negotiation of
a two-state peace-agreement along long-standing, predetermined lines, between the Palestinian and Israeli states. No
one in Southwest Asia or much of the world besides, would
believe the U.S. to be an honorable party unless the U.S. came
down hard, without its present and customary equivocation,
on the long-overdue establishment of a kind of PalestinianIsraeli peace consistent in fact with the principled precedent
of the 1648 Treaty of Westphalia.
If the nations of the Southwest Asia region accept such a
settlement, with assured U.S. backing, the global influences
needed can be brought into play.
5. However, no such policy proffered by the U.S., even if
it followed to the letter what has been said here, would be
accepted among the peoples of the regions, unless the U.S.
government were to identify such a declaration as the adoption, by name, of this as a “LaRouche Doctrine.” No other
notable political figure of the U.S. would be capable of enjoying the trust of the Arab and related parts of the world, for this
purpose, at the time.
The included, and essential significance of this role of the
name of “LaRouche,” is, chiefly, that the U.S. government
under the thumb of such figures as Vice President Cheney
and his Leo-Straussian neo-conservatives, has acted under a
continuing commitment to a utopian doctrine known variously under the titles of “perpetual warfare” and “preventive
nuclear warfare.” These policies are an extension of the Fabian Society doctrines of the U.S.-hating H.G. Wells and Bertrand Russell, the doctrines of “world government through
terror of nuclear weapons,” the terror which ruled the world
from the bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, to the European events of 1989. Cheney, in particular, has targetted
Syria, Iran, North Korea, and other nations as intended victims of such a policy. Were he to be reelected, the world must
expect early action, including “preventive” nuclear attacks,
on those and other targets, to begin soon after the November
election. No relevant declaration of U.S. stated policy will be
considered credible by the world at large, unless that statement, as crafted by me, is considered as a systemic eradication
of the Russell English-speaking “world government” tradition and of that tradition’s association with the doctrines of
Vice President Cheney today.
6. At the present time, we must keep the Wall Street and
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related areas, as a whole. It is
kindred lawyers out of the policy-making. No attempt to devital U.S. interest that this region of the world develop in ways
velop a “detailed plan of withdrawal,” or negotiate a “conwhich uplift the conditions of life and cooperative relations
tract” should be introduced prior to the achievement of a comamong the peoples of that continent, creating a system of
mitment to an agreement in principle among a relevant
cooperation for progress in which the U.S. itself should desire
majority, at least, of the prospective partners to a new Southto be accepted as a useful, active partner. If we set our neighwest Asia security and development agreement. We must rebor’s house in flames, could ours be truly secure?
call that the beginning of the ruin of the otherwise excellent
agreements reached in the Oslo Accords occurred, once cerRelevant U.S. Military Policy
tain financial interests, such as those associated with the
8. The judgment which the world will make, respecting
World Bank, were permitted to intervene, in the fashion of
my proposed new policy for Southwest Asia, will prompt
attorneys for banking interests, to distort the implementation
relevant other nations to examine my military policy as such
of the agreements in such incompetent ways, that no serious
most closely. On that account I provide the following relevant
economic-development measures were ever taken. That error
points of clarification:
created the vacuum of inaction in which the ensuing mischief
a.) I propose that the U.S. adopt as its intention my policy
by Netanyahu, Ariel Sharon, and others, ostensibly on both
for the prompt, summary withdrawal of U.S. military forces
sides, took its toll.
from the Middle East. As President, I would pull the bulk
a.) Only principles of intention which have a constituof our military forces back to the U.S., for rebuilding those
tional basis in natural law, rather than positive law, such as the
relevant institutions there. Therefore, I set forth the following
great constitutional principle, “the advantage of the other,” of
exemplary points of a related military policy, which should
the 1648 Treaty of Westphalia, could succeed in establishing
become accepted among ourselves and nations abroad as
a core-agreement in circumstances such as those of this region
our policy.
today. The positive law must wait upon the pleasure of the
b.) The military policy of the U.S. henceforth, must be the
adoption of the relevant, ecumenical principles of natural law.
affirmation of a military tradition of Strategic Defense, as that
b.) The most crucial economic issues of the Middle East
term was first defined in a significant, scientific way by the
region, are water and power. In the immediate vicinity of
great Lazare Carnot who rescued a virtually doomed France
Israel and occupied Palestine, for example, there is not suffifrom occupation and partition by the combined arms of virtuFIGURE 1
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cially the history of European civilization since anLaRouche’s ‘Oasis Plan’ for Development of Middle East Crossroads
cient Greece.
d.) Carnot’s reference
Proposed Rail Lines
to Vauban, and to the intenProposed Suez Canal Upgrade
tion of such fortifications as
Proposed Waterways for Power and
those at Belfort and Neuf
Desalination
Breisach, in his developProposed Waterway Tunnel
Proposed Nuclear Desalination Plants
ment of the leading tradition of France’s notion of
strategic defense, rather
than the dogmas of the mercenary Jomini, was the
foundation of the revitalization of West Point military academy during the
Presidencies of James
Monroe and John Quincy
Adams. This was buttressed by the associated
role of the great U.S. intelligence/counterintelligence
arm of that time, the Society
of Cincinnatus then led by
Lyndon LaRouche’s ‘Oasis Plan’ for the Southwest Asia region features canals linking the
our General the Marquis de
Mediterranean with the Dead Sea and/or the Red Sea to the Dead Sea, to provide fresh water for
Lafayette, and served by
agriculture, industry, and domestic use. Shown here are general locations for nuclear-powered
such heroes of our intellidesalination facilities to create, in effect, a new Jordan River.
gence service as Washington Irving, James Fenimore
Cooper,
counterintellially all Europe. This policy, as known to us, was enriched by
gence specialist Edgar Allan Poe, and others.
the added contributions of Gerhard Scharnhorst for Prussia,
e.) During approximately forty years, since the launching
as Scharnhorst’s policy was expressed, both, in the destrucof the U.S. official war in Indo-China, the U.S. and its military
tion of Napoleon’s Grande Armée in the strategic trap prearms have undergone a long-term decline in quality as a force
pared under Czar Alexander I, and the subsequent Prussian
of strategic defense, toward an imperial mode. This transforinitiative which destroyed the retreating Emperor Napoleon’s
mation has been intertwined with a shift of our national econpower before he could return to France to build a new army.
omy, from the world’s leading producer-nation, which it had
This was the magnificent principle applied by General of the
been up to the 1966-1968 interval, into what was increasingly
Armies Douglas MacArthur to the Pacific War, and the policy
the “post-industrial,” predatory economy which emerged durof the U.S. of traditionalists Marshall and Eisenhower haming the 1971-1981 interval. During the latter interval, we shut
pered by our extraordinarily difficult dealings with British
down our essential basic economic infrastructure and good
ally Winston Churchill et al., in Europe.
qualities of productive employment, transforming our nation
c.) Strategic Defense is based on the securing and develinto something resembling an imperial Rome which kept its
opment of peace, not the pursuit of perpetual war. We must
ruined general population quiet with bread and Roman-cirnever again tolerate imitations of the original fascist, Robbercus-like entertainment, while looting subject slaves, and peoEmperor Napoleon Bonaparte, whose precedent set the ideoples and their nations abroad.
logical stage for Adolf Hitler’s wars later. Thus, in war, and
f.) The matching decadence of recent, politically superimin peacetime, the military forces of the U.S.A. are intended
posed forms of U.S. strategic doctrine and practice, is to be
to be essentially an engineering force, led by officers whose
traced chiefly to agreements struck between the Nazi security
qualifications rest on the foundations of competence in sciapparatus and a U.S. faction associated with Allen Dulles and
ence and engineering, and cohering comprehension of the
his associate James J. Angleton. Under this arrangement, the
related mission and tasks of the republic’s military arms, and
section of the Nazi security apparatus associated with Scheltheir related intelligence functions, that against a background
lenberg and Italy-based Wolf, and with the international netof comprehension of the relevant history of statecraft, espework of the Hjalmar Schacht who had put the Nazis into
FIGURE 2
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Lyndon LaRouche speaking at the Zayed Centre in Abu Dhabi on
June 1, 2002.

power in Germany, were absorbed as “a capable anti-Soviet
entity” within the Anglo-American intelligence apparatus,
and, thus, in due course, NATO. This coopting of a core of
the Nazi apparatus into what became known as the “utopian”
wing of the Anglo-American strategic establishment, was an
integral part of the intended implementation of the policy
of “world government through nuclear preventive war” by
Bertrand Russell then, and also Vice President Cheney and
his circles today. The new generations of that Nazi apparatus
infest Italy, France, Spain, and the nations of Central and
South America today, as they also infest the relevant utopian
warfare capabilities of our own nation today. Vice President
Cheney, and the neo-cons, such as Michael Ledeen, generally,
are functionally ideological representatives of the current
generation of that Nazi Allgemeine-SS (“universal fascist,”
pro-“globalization”) legacy.
g.) This blending of that Nazi element into the utopian
faction of Anglo-American establishment, was run through
Franco’s Spain, and that large component of the Nazi SS
salvaged from SS-General Wolf’s, nominally Mussoliniruled Salò Republic of Italy. However, these elements, however nasty in their own right, were merely the instruments of
the same Synarchist International network of private banking
organizations which had put the fascists into power over all
continental western and central Europe over the course of the
1922-1945 interval. It is that same network of Synarchist
banking organizations which had been behind the fascist enterprises of 1922-1945, which is the financier interest behind
the policies associated with both Vice President Cheney and
the Fabian Society’s matching control over London’s 10
Downing Street today.
It is only through the exposing of these ugly facts that
the U.S.A. would be capable of a competently self-interested
strategic doctrine and institutionalized practice today. If the
U.S. declares that those relics from the past will no longer be
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tolerated, then, the needed reforms in policy and practice, to
return to the tradition of the founding of our republic and its
Constitutional forms, will be made possible.
9. The issues of peace and security today can not be separated from the rebuilding of the U.S. economy, back toward
its former role as the world’s leading producer society, a role
expressed in levels of scientific progress and technology. This
requires a rebuilding of our republic, in which institutions
consistent with our military tradition of strategic defense must
be enabled to resume their traditional constitutional orientation.
a.) As Prussia’s great reformer Scharnhorst also understood, a policy of strategic defense depends upon an integration of the regular military with the general militia, the organized and unorganized reserves which might be mobilized for
warfare or other emergency. The militia is able to fill its role
as such, to the degree it is qualified as an engineering force,
as the forces sent to occupy Iraq were not qualified in the role
of an engineering force, and failed to engage the existing large
militia of Iraq immediately as a partner in the engineering
work which would facilitate our forces’ early and successful
withdrawal in essential part.
b.) The reconstruction of the presently bankrupt U.S.
economy, could not be accomplished without a massive longterm investment of Federal government-created credit in
leading national and statewide programs of rebuilding and
developing basic economic infrastructure, probably in the order of $6 trillions of capital formation to this effect set into
motion during the coming four years. The problem this encounters is the lack of skill among the mass of combined
unemployed and poorly employed sections of the labor force.
During the 1930s, under President Franklin Roosevelt, we
created the Civilian Conservation Corps, under, chiefly, military engineering guidance, producing thus entire divisions
which were enlisted in war, but which also contributed greatly
to the building of the peace-time civilian labor-force of the
U.S. after that. Sargent Shriver’s leadership of the Kennedy
Peace Corps, is a relevant example. The orientation of the
regular military forces to a complementary functional relationship with the reserves, and return to the legacy of a strong
emphasis on science-driven engineering qualifications in
training and work-assignment, will provide an integration of
the economic tasks of reconstructing our presently gutted-out
powers of production, and the maintenance of an adequate
quality and quantity of regular and reserve forces.
c.) War should end with peace. A military force which
goes to necessary war, must finish the job by building the
foundations of durable peace, and must be qualified for the
conduct of that mission.
10. Let us tell the world, boldly, clearly, without equivocation, that that is what we were created to become, and what
we must return to being. Then we shall become unbeatable in
any justified effort, and shall avoid scrupulously what we
should not do.
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